COMPLETE YOUR DIGITAL EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT ECOSYSTEM

When collecting incident data, media can come from almost anywhere. Whether you’re looking for body camera, in-car video, license plate recognition, drones, virtual phone lines or community tipping solutions, we know how hard it is to capture and manage critical data and multimedia that can be leveraged to build your case.

The extreme volume, variety and velocity of digital content generated by the community, businesses, and even officers themselves has placed a heavy burden on law enforcement. When media becomes evidentiary, CommandCentral Evidence provides the tools you need to centralize information, build a complete case, and collaborate with work partners.

DEVICE MANAGEMENT | DATA COLLECTION | CONTENT ORGANIZATION | RETENTION SCHEDULING

DOWNLOADING & EXPORTING | DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

BODY-WORN & IN-CAR CAMERAS | LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION | DRONES & UAVs | VIRTUAL PHONE LINES | COMMUNITY TIPPING

For more information about our Digital Evidence Management ecosystem, visit: www.motorolasolutions.com/records
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